


Designed for all Version 3 gearboxes and ICS split gearbox.

- Single board control unit with processor and MOSFET

- Cycle detection with Active Brake- mechanical.

- Safe/Single/Auto + AK mode (5 preset options)

- Pre-cocking: Self-calibrating to optimal setting for you setup.

- Extremly fast SEMI shots: 25 in 1 second.

- Safety: mechanical (provided with your AEG manufacturer)

- Short circuit protection: TSCP* (Total Short Circuit Protection)

- Maximum supply voltage: 15 V

- Max burst load: 240 A

- Battery compatibility: all DC batteries available up to 15V

- Battery connector: T-connector (new standard for airsoft)

- Wires 16 AWG with strong heat resistant PTFE insulation.

*TSCP will detect a short-circuit any time 

from the moment the battery is connected 

to the moment it is disconnected. The 

system checks for short-circuit: 1- on 

battery connection; 2- every time the 

trigger is pressed; 3-when motor spins. If 

short-circuit or overload is detected the 

system will immediately kill all processes 

and shut down the system. To reset the 

unit, the battery has to be disconnected 

and reconnected. ASCU will resume normal 

function once the short-circuit is fixed.

All ASCU boards are designed and manufactured in EU with strict quality control.

The ASCU PRO is designed with focus to provide the highest durability on the field, and simplicity of install and use.

We designed the PRO with the same approach as real-steel guns are build. So no Bluetooth and smartphones here! 
You can't connect a real-steel M4 or AK to a USB or smartphone - they are operated only by the safety lever and the 
trigger, so we did the same with the ASCU-PRO! You can set any of its functions on the field without even taking 
your gloves off.

The ASCU PRO is the smallest unit on the market, and it packs all functions that will give you the complete realism 
in functionality of your AEG replica. With the PRO, we have added a smart self-calibrating Pre-Cocking function, that 
will automatically find the best stetting for your build.



4. Pass the battery connector through the opening of the gearbox shell as shown in the 
picture, then pass all the wires.



5. Fix the ASCU board using the screw for
the cut-off lever (1). You can also additionally
secure the board with the screw used for 
the original trigger switch (2)

4. On the place of the original trigger switch,
place the ASCU board, as shown on the picture.

6. Apply lubricant at the gears and axis  and 
install them back together with the Anti Reversal Latch.

NOTE: Shimming under the sector gear 
should not be higher than 0.6 mm

WARNING! When installing the sector gear make sure the cam 
is facing 12 o’clock. 
Otherwise it can damage the cut-o� switch on installation.



9. Install both parts o the trigger
with the trigger spring.

10a. If you are with QD main spring guide - Close the Gearbox and fasten with the bolts.
10b. If you are with standard main spring guide - Install the main spring with the spring guide 
and then close the Gearbox and fasten with the bolts.

7. Rotate by hand the Sector gear to the position where
teeth are clear from the pathway of the Piston,
as shown on the picture. 
Be careful not to  lift the Sector gear.

8. Install the Cylinder group together with the Piston, Nozzle 
and tappet Plate.Reconnect the tappet plate spring.



11. Install the original selector plate or the one provided with your ASCU kit. 
Choose the one that works best with your AEG.

12. Move the selector plate forward and backward to check if it moves freely 
and if it engages the selector switch on the back of the ASCU.  

13. Reinstall the Motor with the motor clamps.



PRE-COCKING:

With pre-cocking function the ASCU will leave the piston and main spring pre-loaded 
after each shot in when SEMI is selected. When the trigger is pressed the piston will be 
released instantly and after the shot they will be pre-cocked for the next shot. This 
gives a very realistic instant trigger reaction to your AEG. Pre-cocking works only on 
SEMI mode, FULL AUTO remains standard.

With ASCU PRO the optimal setting for pre-cocking position is self-calibrating to the 
best position for your gear-motor-spring-battery setup.



To switch-ON the pre-cocking function: 
1. Make sure there is no magazine attached to your gun and no BB left in the hop-up 
chamber!
2. Disconnect the battery.
3. Set the Fire Selector to "SEMI"
4. Connect the battery and before 3 seconds run out pull and hold the trigger until the 
AEG makes a sequence of calibrating shots and stops. Then Release the trigger, a 
vibration from the motor will indicate the gun is set.
MAKE SURE THE GUN IS POINTED TO SAFE DIRECTION DURING THE PROCEDURE!

To switch-OFF the pre-cocking function: 
1. Make sure there is no magazine attached to your gun and no BB left in the hop-up 
chamber!
2. Disconnect the battery.
3. Set the Fire Selector to "SEMI"
4. Connect the battery and before 3 seconds run out pull the trigger and release after 
it makes one shot, a vibration from the motor will indicate the gun is set.
MAKE SURE THE GUN IS POINTED TO SAFE DIRECTION DURING THE PROCEDURE!

FOR instructions check the ASHU manual.







the ASCU is modi�ed by the user, or any of its parts are 
damaged due to improper use or bad installation.




